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[In the following excerpt from an essay first published in 1958 in From Jane Austen to Joseph Conrad: Essays
Collected in Memory of James T. Steinmann, Jr., Heilman explores the nature and function of Gothic elements in
Bronte's novels.]
[Charlotte Bronte's The Professor] is conventional; formally she is for "reason" and "real life"; but her characters
keep escaping to glorify "feeling" and "Imagination." Feeling is there in the story—evading repression, in author
or in character; ranging from nervous excitement to emotional absorption; often tense and peremptory; sexuality,
hate, irrational impulse, grasped, given life, not merely named and pigeonholed. This is Charlotte's version of
Gothic: in her later novels an extraordinary thing.... [The] vital feeling moves toward an intensity, a freedom, and
even an abandon virtually nonexistent in historical Gothic and rarely approached in Richardson. From Angria on,
Charlotte's women vibrate with passions that the fictional conventions only partly constrict or gloss over—in the
center an almost violent devotedness that has in it at once a fire of independence, a spiritual energy, a vivid
sexual responsiveness, and, along with this, self- righteousness, a sense of power, sometimes self-pity and
envious competitiveness. To an extent the heroines are "unheroined," unsweetened. Into them there has come a
new sense of the dark side of feeling and personality.
The Professor ventures a little into the psychic darkness on which Villette draws heavily.... Charlotte draws on
sex images that recall the note of sexuality subtly present in other episodes: " ... I had entertained her at bed and
board ... she lay with me, ... taking me entirely to her death-cold bosom, and holding me with arms of bone." The
climax is: "I repulsed her as one would a dreaded and ghastly concubine coming to embitter a husband's heart
toward his young bride.... " This is Gothic, yet there is an integrity of feeling that greatly deepens the
convention....
In both Villette and Jane Eyre Gothic is used but characteristically is undercut.
Jane Eyre hears a "tragic ... preternatural ... laugh," but this is at "high noon" and there is "no circumstance of
ghostliness"; Grace Poole, the supposed laughter, is a plain person, than whom no "apparition less romantic or
less ghostly could ... be conceived"; Charlotte apologizes ironically to the "romantic reader" for telling "the plain
truth" that Grace generally bears a "pot of porter." Charlotte almost habitually revises "old Gothic," the relatively
crude mechanisms of fear, with an infusion of the anti-Gothic. When Mrs. Rochester first tried to destroy
Rochester by fire, Jane "baptized" Rochester's bed and heard Rochester "fulminating strange anathemas at
finding himself lying in a pool of water." The introduction of comedy as a palliative of straight Gothic occurs on a
large scale when almost seventy-five pages are given to the visit of the Ingram-Eshton party to mysterious
Thornfield; here Charlotte, as often in her novels, falls into the manner of the Jane Austen whom she despised.
When Mrs. Rochester breaks loose again and attacks Mason, the presence of guests lets Charlotte play the
nocturnal alarum for at least a touch of comedy: Rochester orders the frantic women not to "pull me down or
strangle me"; and "the two dowagers, in vast white wrappers, were bearing down on him like ships in full sail."
The symbolic also modifies the Gothic, for it demands of the reader a more mature and complicated response
than the relatively simple thrill or momentary intensity of feeling sought by primitive Gothic....
[In] various ways Charlotte manages to make the patently Gothic more than a stereotype. But more important is
that she instinctively finds new ways to achieve the ends served by old Gothic—the discovery and release of
new patterns of feeling, the intensification of feeling.... Charlotte leads away from standardized characterization

toward new levels of human reality, and hence from stock responses toward a new kind of passionate
engagement.
Charlotte moves toward depth in various ways that have an immediate impact like that of Gothic. Jane's strange,
fearful symbolic dreams are not mere thrillers but reflect the tensions of the engagement period, the stress of the
wedding-day debate with Rochester, and the longing for Rochester after she has left him. The final Thornfield
dream, with its vivid image of a hand coming through a cloud in place of the expected moon, is in the surrealistic
vein that appears most sharply in the extraordinary pictures that Jane draws at Thornfield: here Charlotte is
plumbing the psyche, not inventing a weird decor.... In her flair for the surreal, in her plunging into feeling that is
without status in the ordinary world of the novel, Charlotte discovers a new dimension of Gothic.
She does this most thoroughly in her portrayal of characters and of the relations between them. If in Rochester
we see only an Angrian- Byronic hero and a Charlotte wish-fulfillment figure (the two identifications which to
some readers seem entirely to place him), we miss what is more significant, the exploration of personality that
opens up new areas of feeling in intersexual relationships. Beyond the "grim," the "harsh," the eccentric, the
almost histrionically cynical that superficially distinguish Rochester from conventional heroes, there is something
almost Lawrentian: Rochester is "neither tall nor graceful"; his eyes can be "dark, irate, and piercing"; his strong
features "took my feelings from my own power and fettered them in his." Without using the vocabulary common
to us, Charlotte is presenting maleness and physicality, to which Jane responds directly....
Aside from partial sterilization of banal Gothic by dry factuality and humor, Charlotte goes on to make a much
more important—indeed, a radical—revision of the mode: in Jane Eyre and in the other novels ... that discovery
of passion, that rehabilitation of the extra- rational, which is the historical office of Gothic, is no longer oriented in
marvelous circumstance but moves deeply into the lesser known realities of human life. This change I describe
as the change from "old Gothic" to "new Gothic." The kind of appeal is the same; the fictional method is utterly
different.
When Charlotte went on from Jane Eyre to Shirley, she produced a book that for the student of the Gothic theme
is interesting precisely because on the face of things it would be expected to be a barren field. It is the result of
Charlotte's one deliberate venture from private intensities into public extensities: Orders in Council, the Luddites,
technological unemployment in 1811 and 1812, a social portraiture which develops Charlotte's largest cast of
characters. Yet Charlotte cannot keep it a social novel. Unlike Warren, who in the somewhat similar Night Rider
chose to reflect the historical economic crisis in the private crisis of the hero, Miss Bronte loses interest in the
public and slides over into the private.
The formal irregularities of Shirley—the stop-and-start, zig-zag movement, plunging periodically into different
perspectives—light up the divergent impulses in Charlotte herself: the desire to make a story from observed
outer life, and the inability to escape from inner urgencies that with centrifugal force unwind outward into story
almost autonomously. Passion alters plan: the story of industrial crisis is repeatedly swarmed over by the love
stories. But the ultimate complication is that Charlotte's duality of impulse is reflected not only in the narrative
material but in two different ways of telling each part of the story. On the one hand she tells a rather
conventional, open, predictable tale; on the other she lets go with a highly charged private sentiency that may
subvert the former or at least surround it with an atmosphere of unfamiliarity or positive strangeness: the Gothic
impulse.
For Charlotte it is typically the "pattern" versus the "strange." She describes "two pattern young ladies, in pattern
attire, with pattern deportment"—a "respectable society" in which "Shirley had the air of a black swan, or a white
crow.... " When, in singing, Shirley "poured round the passion, force," the young ladies thought this "strange" and

concluded: "What was strange must be wrong.... " True, Charlotte's characters live within the established
"patterns" of life; but their impulse is to vitalize forms with unpatterned feeling, and Charlotte's to give play to
unpatterned feeling in all its forms....
True to convention, the love stories end happily. But special feelings, a new pathos of love, come through....
There is that peculiarly tense vivacity of talk between lovers (the Jane-Rochester style), who discover a
heightened, at times stagey, yet highly communicative rhetoric, drawing now on fantasy, now on moral
conviction, verging now on titillating revelation, now on battle; a crafty game of love, flirting with an undefined
risk, betraying a withheld avowal, savoring the approach to consummation, as if the erotic energy which in
another social order might find a physical outlet were forcing itself into an electric language that is decorous but
intimately exploratory....
Though Shirley is not pulled together formally as well as Jane Eyre or even the more sprawling Villette, and
though the characters are as wholes less fully realized, still it accommodates the widest ranging of an
extraordinarily free sensibility. Constantly, in many different directions, it is in flight from the ordinary rational
surface of things against which old Gothic was the first rebel in fiction; it abundantly contains and evokes, to
adapt Charlotte's own metaphor, "unpatterned feeling." It turns up unexpected elements in personality:
resentfulness, malice, love of power; precocities and perversities of response; the multiple tensions of love
between highly individualized lovers; psychic disturbances. And in accepting a dark magnetic energy as a central
virtue in personality, Charlotte simply reverses the status of men who were the villains in the sentimental and old
Gothic modes.
Of the four novels, Villette is most heavily saturated with Gothic—with certain of its traditional manifestations (old
Gothic), with the undercutting of these that is for Charlotte no less instinctive than the use of them (anti-Gothic),
and with an original, intense exploration of feeling that increases the range and depth of fiction (new Gothic)....
In The Professor the tensions in the author's contemplation of her own experience come into play; in Shirley
various undercurrents of personality push up into the social surfaces of life; in Jane Eyre moral feeling is
subjected to the remolding pressures of a newly vivid consciousness of the diverse impulses of sexuality; and in
Villette the feeling responses to existence are pursued into sufferings that edge over into disorder. The
psychology of rejection and alienation, first applied to Polly, becomes the key to Lucy, who, finding no catharsis
for a sense of desolation, generates a serious inner turmoil....
These strains prepare us for the high point in Charlotte's new Gothic—the study of Lucy's emotional collapse and
near breakdown when vacation comes and she is left alone at the school with "a poor deformed and imbecile
pupil." "My heart almost died within me; ... My spirits had long been gradually sinking; now that the prop of
employment was withdrawn, they went down fast." ...
From now on, overtly or implicitly, hypochondria and anxiety keep coming into the story—the enemies from
whose grip Lucy must gradually free herself....
There is not room to trace Lucy's recovery, especially in the important phase, the love affair with Paul which is
related to our theme by compelling, as do the Jane-Rochester and Louis Moore-Shirley relationships in quite
different ways, a radical revision of the feelings exacted by stereotyped romance. What is finally noteworthy is
that Charlotte, having chosen in Lucy a heroine with the least durable emotional equipment, with the most
conspicuous neurotic element in her temperament, goes on through the history of Lucy's emotional maturing to
surmount the need for romantic fulfillment and to develop the aesthetic courage for a final disaster—the only one
in her four novels.

Some years ago Edmund Wilson complained of writers of Gothic who "fail to lay hold on the terrors that lie deep
in the human soul and that cause man to fear himself" and proposed an anthology of horror stories that probe
"psychological caverns" and find "disquieting obsessions." This is precisely the direction in which Charlotte
Bronte moved, especially in Lucy Snowe and somewhat also in Caroline Helstone and Shirley Keeldar; this was
one aspect of her following human emotions where they took her, into many depths and intensities that as yet
hardly had a place in the novel. This was the finest achievement of Gothic....
The first Gothic writers took the easy way: the excitement of mysterious scene and happening, which I call old
Gothic. Of this Charlotte Bronte made some direct use, while at the same time tending toward humorous
modifications (anti-Gothic); but what really counts is its indirect usefulness to her: it released her from the
patterns of the novel of society and therefore permitted the flowering of her real talent—the talent for finding and
giving dramatic form to impulses and feelings which, because of their depth or mysteriousness or intensity or
ambiguity, or of their ignoring or transcending everyday norms of propriety or reason, increase wonderfully the
sense of reality in the novel. To note the emergence of this "new Gothic" in Charlotte Bronte is not, I think, to
pursue an old mode into dusty corners but rather to identify historically the distinguishing, and distinguished,
element in her work.
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